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Abstract 
Being connected to shortening of breeding cycle and monogenic mode of induction and environmental regulation of gene expression, early flowering 
is an important issue in Norway spruce. Objective of this study was to assess the provenance effect in spontaneous early flowering of Norway spruce 
in a provenance field test in central Lithuania. Cone yield of 120 provenances (ca 4000 trees) from the Baltic States, Russia, Poland, Finland and 
Sweden was assessed at age of 11. The results showed that the number of cones per tree varying between 1 and 58 cones. The ANOVA on number of 
cones per tree revealed a significant effect of provenance, whereas the block effect was not significant. The southern provenances possessed relatively 
more flowering trees and more cones per tree than the northern provenances. The product-moment correlation coefficients at the provenance mean 
level between the flowering traits and the latitude of provenance origin were significant. We attribute this provenance variation in early flowering to 
their difference in phenology caused by the transfer effect 
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Introduction 
By early flowering we assume a stress-induced flowering regardless of the sexual maturity. Whereas, after sexual 
maturity is researched, flowering may occur regardless of the stress. Being connected to shortening of the breeding 
cycle and monogenic mode of induction as well as environmental regulation of gene expression, early flowering is an 
important issue in Norway spruce (Sheldon  et al. 2003; Zhang et al. 2010). We have observed early flowering in a 
series of provenance tests in Lithuania and report the results of this assessment. The information on the genetic variation 
of precocious flowering is scarce in Norway spruce and is mainly based of clonal variation in seed orchards (e.g. 
Skroppa and Tutturen 1984; Chalupka and Cecich 1997).  
 
Early flowering (also referred to as precocious flowering) can be promoted through the use of cultural techniques, such 
as photoperiod, accelerated growth, gibberellins and water stress (Chalupka and Cecich 1997). When several species 
and interspecific hybrids of spruce (Picea) were grown from seed under a 24-hour photoperiod with optimal 
temperature, moisture, and nutrient levels they did not enter dormancy, but exhibited a continuous and vigorous free 
growth. This "accelerated- optimal-growth" treatment shortened the juvenile period and promoted precocious flowering 
after out-planting. Preconscious flowering habit in Scots pine may be inherited (Heimburger and Fowler 1968).  
 
Norway spruce being a climax species has an irregular flowering and usually reaches sexual maturity at age of 20 -25 
years. The success of flowering is dependent on a number of favourable environmental conditions, where temperature is 
one of the key factors (Lindgren et al 1977). As regards the external (climatic) factors, high seed yield of Norway 
spruce is related to favourable conditions during flower induction (previous year) as well as favourable conditions 
during flowering and fertilization (current year). Warm and dry July of the previous year, which is time of bud 
differentiation to vegetative and reproductive buds, promotes reproductive bud induction (Selas et al 2002). Whereas, 
mild, frost-free April - May of the present year, promotes Norway spruce flowering of the current year (Selas et al. 
2002). The other significant factors are nutrition, light intensity and water conditions (Dunberg 1979).  Both latitudinal 
and altitudinal provenance transfer has an effect on flowering in Norway spruce (Skroppa and Tutturen 1984).  
 
Objective of this study was to assess the provenance variation in early flowering of Norway spruce in a provenance 
field test in central Lithuania. 

 

Material and methods 

The provenance field test was established in 2001 with 5 years old nursery transplants (3+2 years) In Jure forest district 
of Kazlu Ruda state training forest eEnterprise (central Lithuania). Area of the field test was 2,7 ha. Another two 
provenance field tests containing the same material as the Jure test were established in north western (Telsiai) and north 
eastern (Kupiskis) parts of Lithuania. The experimental design and spacing were the same in all three field tests. The 
spacing was 2 m between rows and 1,5 m between trees within row.  The experimental design was five randomized 
complete blocks with 10 tree plots. One provenance was represented with 50 trees, 10 trees per provenance and block.  

120 provenances were tested, among them: 8 from southern and central Sweden, 5 from southern Finland, 11 fro 
Estonia, 7 from western Russia (Pskov region), 20 form Latvia, 47 from Lithuania, 5 from western Belarus, 13 from 
north –eastern Poland. The provenance seed lots were mixtures from several forest stands within a forest district.   

In autumn 2007 the number of cones on each flowering tree was counted in the Jure field test. This assessment 
produced two variables for the analysis: provenance proportion of flowering trees and provenance mean number of 
cones.  

An ANOVA analysis on number of cones per tree was made by the following model: 
 



Yijkl = μ + Bi + Pj + εijkl, [1] 
 
where, Yijkl is an observation at individual tree level, μ - fixed total mean, Bi – fixed block effect, Pj –random effect of 
provenance, εijkl – random error.  
 
Pearson correlations coefficients were calculated to assess the relationship between the two flowering variables and 
latitude and longitude of the provenance origin. 
 
Results and Discussion  

In spring 2007 being at the age of 11, the trees produced female flowers and cones for the first time in the field tests in 
Kazlu Ruda and Telsiai. In 2008 to 2010, no flowering was observed in this field test in spite of abundant flowering of 
spruce in 2008 in Lithuania. Given this was the first flowering at an early age of 11 years and no flowering three years 
in a row, we assume that this was a precocious flowering event.  

In total, approximately 5% (ca 200 trees) of the trees were flowering in the field test. This small scale flowering event 
may indicate that the natural switch promoting flowering was unlikely associated with pest damage, which usually 
equally damages most of the trees within a site. Trees in both the tests were healthy, no external damage was observed 
on the trees. This may indicate that the stress causing the precocious flowering may have occurred during the bud 
differentiation period in July of the previous year. Obviously, the stress has affected the gene expression towards 
differentiation of reproductive buds. The supposed climatic induction of precocious flowering is also supported by the 
occurrence of flowering of the same set of provenances in the Telsiai test (ca 250 km apart in north western Lithuania) 
of the same series of tests at the same year as flowering in the Kazlu Ruda test (2007). The assessment of flowering was 
not made in the Telsiai test, only the flowering event was registered.    

 

 
Fig. 1. An example of abundant cone yield of provenance SD5 from Mociskis in south-western Lithuanian (48 cones) 
(centre of the photo). Note that the next tree in the row is of the same provenance and is also flowering, while the trees 
to the lefty and right belong to another provenance and are not flowering.  

 

Flowering among trees was variable with the number of cones per tree varying between 1 and 58 cones. There were 
provenances with no trees with cones. The ANOVA on number of cones per tree revealed a significant effect of 
provenance, whereas the block effect was not significant (Table 1). The non significant block effect again points to 
other stressors than small-scale random factors such as pest or game damage.  

 



Table 1. Results of ANOVA on number of cones per tree at individual tree level.  
Source DF SS MSS Type 

III 
F p>F 

Block 4 16 4.1 0.48 0.7498 
Provenance 86 987 11.5 1.35 0.0186 

Error 3991 33982 8.5   
The Tukey test results to assess significance eof difference between the blocks  

Block code Significance 
difference* 

Mean cone 
number per 

block 

Number of trees per block 

3 A 0.5368 801   
4 A 0.5039 776   
1 A 0.3941 987   
2 A 0.3814 873   
5 A 0.2775 645   

*- if blocks are marked with the same latter, then the differences are not 
significant 

 

 
The plot of regional means for the proportion of flowering trees together with the correlation analysis showed that the 
southern provenances possessed relatively more flowering trees and more cones per tree than the northern provenances 
(Fig. 2, Table 2). The product-moment correlation coefficients at the provenance mean level between the flowering 
traits and the latitude of provenance origin were significant (Table 2). No significant relationship was found between 
the flowering traits and longitude nor the altitude of provenance origin.  
 
We attribute this provenance variation in early flowering to their difference in phenology caused by the transfer effect. 
Norway spruce as well as other wide spread wind pollinated temperate confers possess high within population variation 
in such adaptive traits as phenology. (e.g. Danusevicius 1999, Gabrilavicius and Danusevicius 2003; Persson and 
Persson 1992). Among other traits phenology includes timing of bud differentiation into vegetative, flower and latent 
buds in July of the proceeding year (Owens 1900). In Norway spruce, the phenology traits are all strongly correlated 
with each other, for instance, if onset of active growth occurs relatively later then other phenological traits, such as bud 
differentiation, budset, shoot lignification, entering to dormancy and transition to quiescence will also occur later 
(Dormling 1971; 1993; Krutzsch 1986; Hänninen and Pelkonen 1989). Owing to the transfer effect, the timing of 
physiological processes of southern origins of Norway spruce occurs earlier than that of local and northern origins 
(Dietrichson 1971; Danusevicius 1999; Hannerz 1999). Owing to lower heat requirement for budbust, bud 
differentiation of southern origins may occur relatively earlier in the season. Temperature variation during bud 
differentiation may adversely affect success to produce progeny by different genotypes. For instance, heat during bud-
type differentiation (July of the proceeding year) promotes flowering in Picea abies (Chalupka and Giertych 1977).  If 
climatic conditions in July of the proceeding year are favourable for differentiation into flower buds of a population 
with certain phenology rhythm, then contribution of this population to the genetic composition of the future generations 
may be greater. These considerations require a further analysis to connect the flowering variation with variation in 
phenology and climatic variation during the July of the preceding year (2006). 
 
Table 2. Results of the correlation analysis at the provenance mean level. 
 

  Mean cone number Proportion of 
flowering trees  

Latitude -0.26 -0.37 
 0.0136 0.0005 
 119 119 
   

Longitude (be SW FIN)  0.09 -0.01 
 0.3987 0.9547 
 83 83 
   

Altitude 0.20 0.12 
 0.0674 0.2675 
 119 119 
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Fig. 2. Regional means for proportion of flowering trees. POL means Poland, BT- Belarus, RUS – Russia, SW- Sweden and FIN – 
Finland.    
 

 
Conclusions 
The first flowering event in the ontogeny of a set of 120 Norway spruce provenances in a field test showed that early 
flowering is provenance depended and southern provenances possessed more flowering trees and more cones per tree 
than northern provenances. We attribute this finding to the phenology differences of the provenances caused by the 
transfer effect. Presumably, a flower-inducing stress manifested at the bud diffractions stage of southern provenances 
stronger than of the northern provenances. 
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